
NATCA in Solidarity for Workers Memorial Day:
Represented at North Carolina Event

On Workers Memorial Day, April 28, NATCA stood in solidarity with the AFL-
CIO to honor the memory of workers who have lost their lives on the job. In
North Carolina, NATCA was represented by NATCA Boots on the Ground
participant Margaret Summers (retired, Miami Center, ZMA), a dedicated
member of the RNAV Committee, during a solemn ceremony held in Raleigh. 
 
This national day of remembrance highlights the ongoing struggle for
workplace safety, emphasizing the right of every worker to a safe job
environment. The Raleigh event featured the poignant tolling of a bell 217
times, each ring representing a worker who died in North Carolina in 2022
while working. Summers held a sign with the names of the fallen workers,
reinforcing the commitment to remembering those lost and advocating for
improved safety measures.



The ceremony also included statements from Labor Commissioner Josh
Dobson, who emphasized the essential rights to safety and health in the
workplace: “All working people have the right to a safe and healthy work
environment. No family deserves to suffer the grief of a loved one lost
prematurely while working for a better life.”
 
NATCA's participation in this event underscores its alignment with the AFL-
CIO's nationwide efforts to ensure safe working conditions and prevent
workplace injuries and fatalities. This observance serves as a reminder of the
critical work still needed to protect workers across all industries.

NATCA Benefits Partners with Penn State World
Campus

The NATCA Benefits Committee is pleased to offer members a benefit that
assists those pursuing a college degree. The Penn State World
Campus/NATCA alliance provides our members with a 5% discount on all
tuition rates and college credit for completion of a certified NATCA Academy
course(s). This benefit extends to spouses, domestic partners, and children.
The participating family member will receive all the same benefits as our
members in the program.

https://aflcio.org/about-us/conferences-and-events/workers-memorial-day


Visit www.natca.org/benefits/ and find the Penn State logo under the
"Education/Kids" tab for more info!

Stay Connected: Update Your Details on MyNATCA
Ahead of the Election

Ballots for this year’s Union election will be mailed to members on June 3,
2024. In order to receive your ballot in a timely manner, it's crucial for all
members to ensure their current mailing address is up to date in MyNATCA.

MyNATCA is the go-to platform containing essential contact information for
NATCA members, including mailing addresses, phone numbers, and email
addresses. Keeping this information current is more important than ever, as
NATCA relies on these details to send vital updates and information. Your
preferred email address listed in MyNATCA is where you'll receive the latest
news from NATCA National, as well as emails from your regional leadership
and your Local’s listserve.

https://www.natca.org/benefits/


Accessing and updating your MyNATCA profile is straightforward. You can
either:

1. Visit https://my.natca.org and log in with your credentials.
2. Go through the NATCA website at https://www.natca.org. Click the

“Members Home” link in the upper right corner, which will redirect you to
a login page. Once logged in, hover over “My Account” in the top right-
hand corner and select “Profile” to access and update your MyNATCA
details.

Stay in the loop and ensure you're receiving all the latest updates by keeping
your MyNATCA profile up to date. It's a simple step that keeps you connected
and informed.
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